
READ THROUGH THESE. THEN, MARK THEM ON THE MAP ON THE JAMBOARD: 

 

1. Cape town, san Francisco, & Havana have access to good and safe harbors.  

2. It was easy to move across the rolling hills along the California coast and the flatter terrain in 

the valley.  

3. The drifts, mountains, and rivers in South Africa made movement difficult.  

4. South Africa and San Francisco area had abundant natural resources (precious metals), which 

could provide  

5. The Great Hunger, a famine from 1845 to1850, took the lives of up to one million Irish men, 

women, and children.  

6. The northern reaches of Europe are famous for long, cold winters.  

7. The government of Argentina invested heavily in schools during the 1860s.  

8. Some South American governments paid for people from south and Southeast Asia to migrate 

to South America.  

9. Pandemics of cholera broke out in Europe, Russia, London, and New York.  

10. South America offered safety to persecuted Catholics.  

11. Peace and improvements in public health practices led to increasing population in Europe. 

12. Gold was found in northern California (United States, 1849), New South Wales (Australia, 

1851), and the Transvaal (South Africa, 1886).  

13. People in West Africa sometimes kidnapped other Africans and sold them into slavery. 

14. The Trans-Siberian Railway connected Moscow to Vladivostok on the Pacific coast.  

15. Elections in Argentina during the late nineteenth century were not open and honest.  

16. When Brazil outlawed slavery in 1888, thousands of new workers were needed for 

plantations.  

17. British export laws flooded India with inexpensive cotton material; Indians had a difficult 

time affording a living.  

18. Wages increased significantly in the industrial cities of North America and Europe, while 

income for rural workers rose very moderately.  

19. Russia’s “May Laws” of 1882 required Jewish people living in “The Pale of Settlement” 

(between the Baltic and Black seas) to live in specific communities and limited them to working 

in minor trades or as merchants.  

20. China, especially along the Pacific coast, experienced many years of famine and war in the 

nineteenth century.  

21. The Americas were perceived to be full of opportunities, wealth, and freedom.  

22. Australia had very few workers, so jobs could easily be obtained.  

23. Germany, Russia, and Siam (modern-day Thailand) forced young men to serve in the army.  

24. Industrial towns along the east coast of the United States grew very rapidly and experienced 

overcrowding, pollution, and epidemics.  

25. Harbors at San Francisco (U.S.), Sydney (Australia), Valparaiso (Chile), Alexandria (Egypt), 

and Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) were developed to make it easier to move goods and people. 

 

 
 


